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1

Introduction

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) issues have been emphasised in recent supply chain
management, which promote an environmentally friendly production/operations and
wellbeing of employees at work (Jamali and Neville, 2011). Some scholars categorise
operational risk management into the regime of CSR management because the objectives
of risk prevention/mitigate are in line with CSR goals (Godfrey et al., 2009). Lewis
(2003) defined operational risk as “the potential for an operation to generate negative
consequences for various external and internal stakeholders.” Operational risks are
caused by variations/disruptions that affect materials, products, and information flows in
the supply chain (Jüttner et al., 2003). Operations managers continuously seek
management innovations to mitigate such risks along with other types of risk occurring in
the global supply chain management such as uncertain currency exchange rate and
political instability (Meixell and Gargeya, 2005). Supply chain risk exists everywhere
including ports, factories, warehouses, etc. (Fang et al., 2013; Yip, 2008) across the
global supply chain. Supply chain risk management spans various aspects, such as
problems of coordination between supply and demand, labour strikes, natural disasters,
etc. For example, prior studies propose the emergency logistics distribution approach to
counter the risks of disasters in a limited time frame (Sheu, 2007) and provide possible
solutions to disaster relief operations in the context of humanitarian logistics.
Mathematical models have been used to find optimal solutions for managing the risks of
outsourcing by considering time, quality, and costs (Zhu, 2016), as well as the risks of
hub disruption in a biomass supply chain (Marufuzzaman et al., 2014). The
above-mentioned risks could be a result of randomised events, such as earthquakes, and it
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does not matter whether there is an agent (e.g., smugglers and terrorists) actively
intervening the operations. In addition, among various risks inherent in the global supply
chain, security breaches frequently occur to cause damages to supply chain partners and
stakeholders (e.g., customers). This article focuses on one specific type of CSR issue [i.e.,
supply chain security (SCS)] in global supply chain management endeavouring to
provide managerial and theoretical insights for the broader risk and CSR management in
OR and OM literature with a focus on SCS. Figure 1 gives the scope and potential
contribution of this article.
Figure 1

The scope and potential contributions of this paper (see online version for colours)

SCS management, as defined by Closs (2008), concerns “the application of policies,
procedures, and technology to protect supply chain assets (product, facilities, equipment,
information, and personnel) from theft, damage, or terrorism, and to prevent the
introduction of unauthorized contraband, people, or weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
into the supply chain.” In general, security management emphasises formulating
strategies to prevent or mitigate the adverse consequences caused by security breaches.
SCS management, compared with operational risk management in supply chain context,
places an extra emphasis on the active disruptions caused by unknown agents, who might
harbour illegitimate motives for their actions. To develop a secure supply chain,
operations managers must evaluate the vulnerability of each operations process in order
to minimise the exposure of their operations procedures to unknown third-party agents.
For example, since the terrorist attack on the New York World Trade Centre in 2001,
global logistics security has been tightened up (e.g., imposition of additional inspections
and deployment of advanced security technologies).
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Piracy not only causes huge losses in cargoes, but also diminishes the quality logistics
services because ships need to be re-routed to avoid further losses. Cargoes may contain
WMD, illegal drugs, and prohibited chemicals. Moreover, logistics and inventory
facilities are liable for damages, which render raw materials and products in inventory or
in transit unavailable. The risks associated with such incidents will compromise the
performance of the supply chain and undermine customer satisfaction. Security issues in
supply chains are relatively under-explored compared with the broader risk management
research (Lu et al., 2017), leaving plentiful opportunities for future research. Recently, to
promote better management of SCS issues, governments and trading organisations have
initiated various SCS management programs, such as Customs-Trade Partnership against
Terrorism (C-TPAT), Authorized Economic Operator (AEO), and the International Ship
and Port Facility Security (ISPS) code for all the organisations in a supply chain. Supply
chain partners (e.g., overseas suppliers and transport carriers) voluntarily or are mandated
to implement security practices to showcase their commitment to security management
(Autry and Bobbitt, 2008; Sarathy, 2006). The adopter organisations use these security
standards to guard themselves against loss caused by undesirable security incidents. In
view of the growing importance of security management in OM and OR, we review the
published security management studies in the OM literature with the following
objectives:
1

visualise and analyse the knowledge structure and content of existing SCS studies

2

propose possible future research opportunities on SCS issues based on the analysis of
the existing literature.

We use the citation network analysis (CNA) to conduct the review. CNA has the
advantage of providing an objective identification of the research domains (Pilkington
and Meredith, 2009) which are the clusters in the citation network. The number of
clusters is determined by the optimised modularity index (Colicchia and Strozzi, 2012;
Fan et al., 2014). On the other hand, the main path analysis (MPA) conducted in each
cluster helps understand knowledge structure in each sub-area of SCS topic, which can be
used to sum up the previous research activities and suggest future research directions.
A brief review of SCS literature below helps understand the current trend under SCS
research. Researchers had paid scant attention to SCS issues prior to the terrorist attack in
the US on 11 September 2001. For example, before the attack, homeland security
management received limited attention in SCM research. The tightened security control
across borders after the attack has prompted researchers and practitioners to investigate
how SCS management could help improve the security and performance of global supply
chains that are vulnerable to increasing and widespread risks of disruption. Roughly,
research studies on security issues in SCM include:
1

empirical investigations regarding the impact of t security practices implementation
(Chang et al., 2014; Lu and Koufteros, 2014)

2

mathematical modelling to optimise management systems incorporating security
considerations (Bakshi and Gans, 2010)

3

theoretical exposition of pertinent issues such as security enhancement and security
breach prevention/recovery (Melnyk et al., 2013).
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This classification is based on the methodologies (i.e., empirical, analytical modelling,
and conceptual) adopted, which depends on subjective criteria for classification. In
addition, the broad classification above is inadequate in covering all the security-related
issues in SCM. For example, it does not cover studies on technological adoption for SCS,
which has emerged as a popular management approach for mitigating security breaches.
Moreover, given the continuing growth in globalised production and outsourcing
activities, firms emphasise coordination among supply chain partners for managing SCS.
Hence, the perspective of traditional security management that mainly focuses on facility,
personnel, or warehouse security (the traditional view generally focuses more on the
within-organisation security issues) is inadequate to embrace the contemporary view of
security with a global supply chain focus (which highlights a global perspective where
the coordination between organisations in managing SCS is required). Also, a review of
security management highlights the risks associated with active agents with illegitimate
motives to cause disruptions, which has evolved as a major concern in contemporary
supply chain management. Taken together, we demonstrate topical clusters (CNA) and
incremental knowledge transformation (MPA) in the following sections, which helps
researchers identify future research opportunities in SCS studies by considering the
current issues in the SCM context and the limitations of the methodology we employ. In
addition to the future research directions suggested at the end of each MPA (see
Section 4) we suggest avenues for future research from a broader SCS perspective in
Section 5.
The rest of this paper is organised in the following ways. Section 2 introduces the
method applied in this study. Section 3 discusses clusters identified through CNA.
Section 4 further outlines the knowledge structure of each cluster by using MPA. Finally,
Sections 5 and 6 suggest future research directions and a new framework for SCS
management, respectively.

2

Methodology

The conventional systematic literature review approach is largely objective but inevitably
some decisions are subjective. Decisions on sample papers classification may be biased.
Researchers determine the major research domains, based on their knowledge, and thus
the quality of the domain classification is largely dependent on their capability.
Moreover, the conventional method cannot accurately capture the dynamics of the
research trend. To address these concerns, recent OM researchers have adopted the CNA
approach to objectively classify the pertinent literature into specific research domains
(Fahimnia et al., 2015; Fan et al., 2014).
To obtain an initial sample set of SCS-related research papers, we first identified
relevant keywords for the literature search in the Web of Science (WOS) database. We
used the following keywords: ‘supply chain’, ‘security’, ‘secured’, ‘management’,
‘terrorism’, ‘operation’, ‘accident’, and ‘risk’. We also used reasonable combinations of
these keywords: ‘supply chain AND security’, ‘secured AND supply chain’, ‘security
AND management’, ‘operation AND security’, ‘accident AND management’, ‘risk AND
management’, as well as the single words ‘terrorism’ and ‘accident”. Given that SCS is a
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relatively new topic, we set a 20-year review period from 1995 to 2015.1 We limited
document types to ‘article’ and refined the results under WOS’ categories function by
restricting them only to operations research, management science, and business. We
identified 257 articles for further analyses. We carefully read each paper and eliminated
articles that are outside the research scope (i.e., articles that only contain the above
keywords but are irrelevant to SCS studies). Eventually, we collected 143 papers as the
sample for further analysis.
Table 1
Rank

The top five researchers and their articles’ total local citation scores (LCSs) and
global citation scores (GCSs)
Author

No. of articles published

Total LCSs/GCSs

1

MD Voss

5

18/57

2

DJ Closs

4

18/57

3

Z Williams

4

13/44

4

TCE Cheng

3

5/126

5

SA Melnyk

3

1/21

Figure 2

Distribution of number of articles published in journals (excluding journals with fewer
than six sample articles) (see online version for colours)

Note: IJSTL = International Journal of Shipping and Transport Logistics, SCM = Supply
Chain Management – An International Journal, MS = Management Science,
DSS = Decision Support Systems, JOM = Journal of Operations Management,
EJOR = European Journal of Operations Management, MPM = Maritime Policy
& Management, TJ = Transportation Journal, IJPDLM = International Journal of
Physical Distribution & Logistics Management, JORS = Journal of the
Operational Research Society.
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Table 2

The top five contributing organisations/countries and their total LCSs and GCSs

Rank

Organisation

No. of
articles

Total
LCSs/GCSs

Country

No. of
articles

Total
LCSs/GCSs

1

Michigan State University

8

19/100

USA

88

173/2,540

2

SUNY Buffalo

6

4/363

China

21

10/290

3

Central Michigan University

5

17/62

UK

15

7/107

4

The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University

5

5/153

Canada

7

11/85

5

Purdue University

5

1/36

Australia

4

3/63

Gephi2

We used the statistical software packages HistCite and
to conduct the CNA. We
first performed a descriptive statistical analysis of the journals downloaded from WOS by
using HistCite. Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 1 to 5 present the sample articles’ top author
ranking, contributing organisation/country ranking, distribution by journal, by publication
year, by articles’ research methodology, and data collection/analysis method,
respectively. We used Gephi, a powerful tool for providing visualised and interpretative
clusters figures, to generate the cluster figures (see Figure 6).
Figure 3

Distribution of number of articles by year (see online version for colours)

We now provide a series of bibliometric analysis on the identified papers including the
information of authors, contributing organisations/countries, journals, and publication
years. Table 1 reports the five most productive researchers, and their total local citation
scores (LCSs) and global citation scores (GCSs). LCS refers to the attention received by
other authors within the same research domain (e.g., scholars in OR). GCS indicates how
a selected paper has received citations from other research disciplines (e.g., policy
research). For example, some sample papers have frequently been cited by administrative
policymaking or homeland security research works (e.g., Mueller and Stewart, 2012).
Our database shows that the rankings of LCS and GCS are not necessarily consistent.
Table 2 shows the top five contributing organisations/countries with respect to LCS and
GCS. Michigan State University (organisation) and the USA (country) provide the most
contribution to the SCS literature. Figure 1 displays the distribution of publications by
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journal. SCS management articles frequently appear in the International Journal of
Shipping and Transport Logistics and Supply Chain Management – An International
Journal, while only a few articles appear in the broader SCM outlets. Figure 2 shows the
trend of the SCS related publications, which has experienced a dramatic growth since
2005. This trend implies that increasingly the academia has been paying attention to
security management issues. Figure 3 shows the number of papers in terms of the type of
article, data collection method, and data analysis method. 78 (54.55%) sample articles
adopt the empirical approach, and ten (6.70%) articles use mathematical modelling,
14 (9.79%) articles employ meta-analysis, 25 (17.48%) articles are conceptual works, and
16 (11.19%) articles are literature reviews. Figure 4 shows the data collection methods
used: among the 78 empirical papers, 19 (24.36%) use case studies, 31 (39.74%) are
survey studies, 20 (25.64%) are interview-based, two (2.56%) use secondary data, and
six (7.69%) provide multiple sources of evidence.
Figure 4

Distribution of article types (see online version for colours)

Figure 5

Distribution of data collection method (see online version for colours)
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Citation network analysis: major research clusters

We use CNA to identify clusters from our sample articles. In any network, a cluster can
be identified by maximising the density within a cluster while minimising the
connections of nodes between different clusters (Clauset et al., 2004; Radicchi et al.,
2004). CNA is based on the concept of ‘edge-betweenness’ (EB). Instead of searching for
edges that are central to communities, EB focuses on edges that are ‘between’
communities (less central). This algorithm aims at progressively removing loosely
connected edges from a quasi-constructed graph such that a solid community structure
(clustered communities) can be finally outlined; see Girvan and Newman (2002).
Specifically, we can view a cluster in a citation network as a group of articles that are
potentially under the same research topic.
We use the Gephi clustering package to determine the number of clusters and classify
each node (i.e., article) into its corresponding cluster. A modularity index is needed for
optimising the ‘modularity’ of a network by measuring the within-cluster and
between-cluster densities. De Meo et al. (2011) proposed the formula below to calculate a
network’s modularity Q:
Q=



m
s =1

 ls  d s  2 
 −
 
 E 2 E  

where m refers to the number of clusters, s is a cluster, E stands for the total number of
edges in a network, ls is the number of edges between the nodes of a particular cluster s,
and ds represents the sum of degrees of the nodes in the sth cluster. The above formula
reflects that in order to maximise the network modularity Q, i.e., to create clusters with
high densities within themselves but loosely coupled between one another. Each given
cluster should involve the highest possible number of edges, while the network should be
divided into several clusters with a total degree as small as possible. Based on the above
approach, we obtain four major clusters. The optimal number of clusters is 19 (the
Q value is 0.440). However, we find that 15 of the 19 clusters contain only one to three
nodes (articles). Given that the numbers of articles in the 15 clusters are very small, we
should confirm the creation of the 15 clusters. Labelling these clusters as ‘scattered
clusters’, we review the relationships between the nodes in the scattered clusters to avoid
omitting any major article that belongs to other major clusters. Figure 5 shows the final
four major research domains identified by CNA. We provide a list of the articles under
each of the clusters in the Appendix. Table 3 shows that, among the 143 sample articles,
26 papers (18.18%) are related to SCS conceptualisation and application, 19 papers
(13.29%) discuss security management systems, 15 papers (10.49%) examine maritime
security, and six papers (4.20%) deal with terrorism and other external risk issues. The
results also show that 77 papers in our sample do not belong to any cluster. This is
attributable to the limitation of CNA as the number of citations from a paper is usually
inversely proportional to its year of publication. Recently published papers may have
fewer citations, leading to weak connections with papers that may actually contain
similar research topics in nature, hence failing to be classified.3
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Table 3
Cluster

The four major research areas identified
Research area

No. of articles

1

SCS conceptualisation and application

26

2

Security management systems

19

3

Transportation security

15

4

Terrorism

6

Figure 6

Identifying clusters by using CAN (see online version for colours)

Notes: 1 – We used the Gephi software (Louvain algorithm) to determine the optimal
number of research clusters. The Q value (modularity index) equals 0.440 and the
suggested number of cluster is 19. Small nodes (in gray) represent scattered
clusters; 2 – Different colours of nodes refers to different clusters (as indicated in
the legend).
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Main path analysis: the knowledge structure

Clustering a network provides an overview of the literature. However, it cannot
chronically capture the incremental development of the knowledge and the
transformation of research paradigms. We need to know how an article integrates prior
knowledge and leads to new research avenue. It should be noted that the fundamental
objective of MPA is not to review the details of the contents in a specific research
domain, but to capture the knowledge transformation process and provide possible
research opportunities that can be perceived according to the overall research paradigm.
Resolving the above problem, the MPA measures the connectivity of articles by
searching the nodes (articles) with the highest centrality degree. Articles in the main path
are considered critical and pioneering in its research domain. The MPA first calculates
the ‘traversal weight’ of each article within a research domain. The traversal weight of an
arc or vertex is “the proportion of all paths between source (earliest cited article) and sink
(latest and never being cited) vertices that contain this arc or vertex” (De Nooy et al.,
2005). The main path articles are obtained by removing the arcs below a certain level of
the traversal weight and eventually articles with greater traversal weights will be included
in the main path. Following Fan et al. (2014), we calculate the traversal weight as
follows:
Wij = TPij / TBS j

where TPij represents the total number of citation paths from a particular article i to sinks
in the network while TBSj denotes the total number of citation paths between all the
articles and sinks. We conduct the MPA using the Pajek 2.05 software.

4.1 Main path analysis for all the sample articles
Figure 6 shows the overall MPA for all the sample articles. Lee and Whang (2005)
emphasised the importance of SCS research and introduced how fundamental quality
management approaches can address SCS issues. Kleindorfer and Saad (2005)’s security
assessment framework suggested how SCS can be prevented by employing mindful
strategies in a firm’s supply chain management. Inspired by the above two works,
Sarathy (2006) provided a comprehensive review of the relationship between security
management and the global supply chain. This conceptual paper provides a holistic view
of security management issues in SCM, the impact of security risks, the importance of
collaborative relationship between supply chain partners, and the potential research
directions.
Based on the conceptual guidance from Sarathy (2006)’s work, Voss et al. (2009a)
conducted an empirical study on supplier selection with a security concern in the food
supply chain (e.g., under what circumstances do firms compromise production and
delivery efficiency for supplier security). Their study revealed that firms with
international exposure show stronger security awareness and such awareness improves
the firm’s operating performance.
Yang (2011) conducted an in-depth investigation of maritime security issues in view
of insufficient attention being paid to maritime security regulations in the literature. Yang
(2011) developed maritime security strategies to strengthen cargo security in Taiwan and
discussed maritime security initiatives (e.g., 24-hours rule and container security
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initiative) with respect to their applications in Taiwan. Furthermore, Yang (2011)
employed a bowtie analysis to model accident scenarios by synthesising the causes and
impacts of accidents.
Yang and Wei (2013) discussed other security management dimensions, such as
facility and cargo management, accident prevention and processing, information
management, and partner relationship management, for firm’s and customs’ security
performance. Similarly, Chang et al. (2014) estimated the likelihood of security
accidents, relevant consequences, and accident scale by the stochastic dominance method
and risk-mapping technique. They provided useful guidance for the customs to identify
response strategies to prevent accidents.
The results of the MPA for all the sample articles suggest that the SCS management
domain starts with resembling a relatively natural quality management approach in
OM/OR research to guide the SCS research, e.g., Lee and Whang (2005). Progressively,
the literature highlights a global perspective in SCS research compromising discussions
on the collaboration between partners to mitigate risks (Sarathy, 2006). After that, the
research in SCS is investigated in some specific industries such as food processing and
maritime shipping industries.

4.2 Cluster 1: SCS conceptualisation and application
SCS conceptualisation and application is the largest research area among the clusters.
Figure 7 chronically depicts the knowledge transformation and accumulation in this
research area.
Three key research works (Chopra and Sodhi, 2004; Kleindorfer and Saad, 2005;
Tomlin, 2006) constitute the foundation of this cluster. Chopra and Sodhi (2004)
discussed various factors that may cause security problems and thereby threaten supply
chain efficiency. They provided management guidelines to ensure a firm’s security
performance by minimising the firm’s and the firm’s partners’ potential security
accidents. Bakshi and Kleindorfer (2009)’s security framework points out that the
emerging SCS concern may arise from ‘acts of purposeful agents’, e.g., terrorists. The
framework consists of self-assessment tools to prevent potential security problems.
Bakshi and Kleindorfer (2009) empirically tested and enriched the proposed framework
in their study.
Figure 7

The overall main path for all the sample papers
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Tomlin (2006) studied the sourcing problem related to supplier reliability. It was a
pioneering work on supplier selection under logistics security and cost restrictions.
Tomlin (2006) studied how various supplier characteristics (in particular supplier
reliability) and the nature of security breaches affect a firm’s strategic decisions on SCS.
Based on the three foundation works discussed above, Trkman and McCormack (2009)
explored how endogenous uncertainty (market turbulence and technological turbulence)
and exogenous uncertainty (continuous risk and discrete events) will affect the likelihood
of security disruptions.
Whipple et al. (2009) conducted a literature review of supply chain risk, while SCS
was recognised as a key domain for further research. The review also helps practitioners
to identify and apply security strategies in their SCM. A. Marley et al. (2014) proposed a
theoretical model to study SCS based on the normal accident theory perspective. Normal
accident theory implies that accidents are inevitable (normal) when the environment is
highly complex or tightly coupled. Accordingly, the authors suggested strategies to
prevent SCS accidents by reducing the complexity and decoupling of systems.
Figure 8

The main path for cluster 1 (SCS conceptualisation and application)

Given that security research in OM and OR is relatively recent compared with other
research realms, e.g., occupational safety, research on SCS is mainly derived from a
broader concept of risk management and supply chain disruption research. Therefore, this
stream of research mainly focuses on general concepts/frameworks of SCS topics and
suffers from the following drawbacks. The articles in the main path of this cluster
demonstrate that SCS manager differs from risk management in general due to its
“relatively higher level of intentionality (by an agent)” (Lu et al., 2017). This cluster
contributes to the SCS literature by highlighting the necessity of separating SCS issues in
academic research and practices from the broader risk management research. In view of
growing global outsourcing and off-shore manufacturing activities, the above studies
provide limited implications because their analyses are restricted to supplier selection
with security concerns. Therefore, for future studies on this cluster, a deeper
understanding of broader security coordination among various supply chain partners
(e.g., suppliers, manufacturers, transport carriers, and end customers) is needed. Also, the
security of outsourcing from upstream partners is of great importance to manufacturing
firms because if a security problem occurs, manufacturing firms may fail to arrange
substitutes, resulting in loss of productivity. Eventually, it will affect downstream service
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performance (e.g., on-time delivery). Hence, future studies may investigate how the
upstream security management efforts will affect downstream service performance.

4.3 Cluster 2: security management systems
Articles in this cluster are specific to the security management system, compromising
SCS management standards or programme initiated by the government, professional
organisations (e.g., ISO), and firms. This cluster provides practical insights on the
management and implementation of security management systems.
Russell and Saldanha (2003) developed five principles for logistics security
management by considering the cost of managing terrorist attacks, complying with
government regulations, or adopting a widely accepted standard security certification.
Based on a case study, Sheu et al. (2006) confirmed the positive effect of adopting CTPAT, a popular standard logistics security certification, on the improvement of
international supply chain collaboration.
Autry and Bobbitt (2008) conceptualised SCS orientation, which is “a firm-level
orientation representing the firm’s collective attention to supply chain security
management.” SCS orientation of an organisation helps distinguish the concept of SCS
from general supply chain risk. They showed the importance and timeliness of
considering security management as an independent and critical research area that should
not be restricted to the realm of supply chain risks or supply chain disruptions.
Williams et al. (2008) classified the security management literature with respect to
security risk mitigation and security performance enhancement into four categories,
namely intra-organisational, inter-organisational, a combination of the two, and ignoring
both. They clarified the terminologies used in SCS research and comprehensively
reviewed the strategies and practices that organisations adopt in managing SCS.
Whipple et al. (2009) empirically investigated the security performance differences
between global and local food companies. The results indicate that global food firms and
local firms differ significantly in security performance outcomes because a more complex
operational environment (i.e., the global market) can strengthen firms’ security
awareness. The authors also call for an integrated security management system, e.g.,
communication strategies for sharing information to mitigate SCS risks, emphasising that
a collaborative security system with supply chain partners can help individual firms to
better achieve SCS goals.
Voss and Williams (2013), and Lu and Koufteros (2014) studied specific SCS
initiatives (e.g., C-TPAT as a third-party SCS management system and Interactional Ship
and Port Facility Security Code as shipping security system) and their performance
effects on adopting parties. The former study introduced a concept called relational
security to account for private-public partnership in security management, and they
emphasised the importance and effectiveness of such partnership in maintaining a secure
global supply chain. The second study identified five major sources of pressure to adopt
security practice, which are the government, customers, peer firms, norms, and
performance, based on the institutional theory perspective.
The articles in this main path provide insightful discussion on the effectiveness of
various security management systems by highlighting how SCS management standards
(e.g., C-TPAT) initiated by the government, professional organisations (e.g., ISO), or
leading enterprise (e.g., IBM launched a plethora of SCS standard) benefit adopter firms.
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The value of standard SCS management practices shall be delivered to the targeting
firms. However, the moderating effects of adoption incentives and other antecedents to
adoption have not been adequately discussed. Whether the firm’s operational capability
affects the effectiveness of SCS management practice and how external contingencies
affect the likelihood of SCS practice implementation are important research questions not
yet adequately addressed. Security management systems are primarily designed to
prevent security accidents. Future research in this cluster can examine the effectiveness
of SCS management systems with a more objective approach. For example, researchers
can examine the abnormal change of security performance (in terms of security accident
rate) or financial performance (in terms of stock return) after adopting security
management systems.
Figure 9

The main path for cluster 2 (security management systems)

4.4 Cluster 3: transportation security
This cluster discusses security issues in the transportation and shipping industries. Lee
and Whang (2005) proposed a model to minimise the cost of achieving security targets
and the model is based on quality cost analysis. Similar to the quality manager approach
for cost reduction, operations manager can also lower the security cost by properly
applying SCS practices. Therefore, they analysed various security initiatives, and
compared and contrasted with quality management practices, bringing insights to
transportation security from a quality management perspective.
Thibault et al. (2006) reported findings on how logistics and maritime firms respond
to the trend of security management. Based on interviews with senior container line
executives, port officials, and marine terminal security officers, they highlighted the
importance of maritime security for managing international cargo flows. For firms that
are actively involved in cross-border logistics security initiatives with feedback provided
to the government, their chances of successful security management are much higher.
Considering that both cargo and information flows are critical to container transport
chain management, Lun et al. (2008) adopted the institutional theory perspective to
analise various isomorphic pressures in the transportation industry that lead organisations
to adopt security management information systems. Security management technologies
(e.g., radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology, container non-intrusive
inspection (NII) technology, and smart box initiative) were investigated. Their study
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sheds light on the effect of each institutional isomorphism, i.e., coercion, mimesis, and
norms, on the adoption of container security technology.
Yang (2011) focused on Taiwan’s maritime SCS and identified the security factors
that may adversely influence container security. Moreover, they suggested considering
efficiency, competition, and cost to strike a balance between security improvement and
cost reduction.
Williams et al. (2009a) and Yang et al. (2013) enriched safety and security
management research on container shipping by conducting a case study and a survey
research. The former employs a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to
identify and rank the risk factors. The latter provides a comprehensive study of the
impact of security management on the performance of container shipping operations.
The articles in the main path of this cluster relate to a specific industry (i.e.,
transportation). Since security breaches frequently occur in shipping and transport
operations (e.g., theft of cargo), this stream of research not only introduces the
methodologies (e.g., case study/survey) that can be applied to understand how to enhance
the level of security in transportation, but also offers managerial implications on how
SCS issues are managed in shipping and transport operations. However, the above studies
have an insufficient emphasis on the unique characteristics of the transportation industry,
such as the location and connectivity of a seaport. The current literature only investigates
how popular security programs have been generically applied in the transportation
industry. It is noteworthy that maritime transportation has been playing the most active
role in global cargo movement in terms of container/dry bulk/tanker volumes.
Accordingly, we should pay extra attention to security issues in the maritime
transportation industry. Research questions such as:
1

how to help long-distance cargo movement to achieve fewer service variations and
security breaches during transit and storage

2

how to incorporate security concerns into maritime transport system design (e.g.,
port and route planning) at the early stage, should be investigated in future study.

Placing security issues as a priority at the system designing stage could reduce the cost of
system reconfiguration when a security breach occurs.

4.5 Cluster 4: terrorism
This cluster contains six articles. The traversal weights for the articles in this cluster are
highly similar, implying that all the articles are equally important. Unlike the other
clusters, no main path knowledge structure can be established. Considering the small
sample size in this cluster, we consider terrorism research with an OM focus should be
further developed.
This cluster covers the public policy of preventing terrorist attacks. The optimal
solutions of cost saving, efficiency enhancement, and prevention of terrorism disruption
are discussed. For example, Pinker (2007) developed mathematical models for assessing
a defensive mechanism comprising private and public warnings of security breaches.
Other studies seek to resolve the conflicts that governments’ anti-terrorism departments
often encountered. Governments’ anti-terrorism related departments need to ensure
adequate inspections of suspicious cargoes at the customs, while simultaneously
minimising the congestion caused by intensive inspections (Bakshi and Gans, 2010).
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Given the growing terrorism concerns, we suggest the following directions to mitigate
such threats in future research.
1

Examine the effectiveness of security regulations across countries and how they
affect the trading activities globally.

2

Investigate where the blind spots of the global logistics for terroristic activities are.

3

how to balance the level of security and efficiency in international trade.

Research works in the above clusters not only contribute to specific security concerns in
supply chain management, but also provide additional insights into the supply chain risk
literature. Especially for cluster 3 – transportation security and cluster 4 – terrorism,
which is perceived as the primary and growing risks in the global supply chain in recent
years, should receive greater attention from the academia to assess their potential impacts
on firms’ overall risk. How the studies in cluster 2 – security management system could
help effectively reduce the risks discussed in clusters 3 and 4 would be an important
research avenue for future research.

5

Future research directions and limitation of the methodology

First, we call for more research on security management in the downstream supply chain
which deals SCS problems with customers. It is because service defection (e.g., providers
cannot deliver service on time due to SCS breaches) caused by security accidents can
lead to severe adverse consequences for manufacturers or transport carriers, eventually
harming the entire supply chain. For instance, a previous study has investigated how an
individual’s regulatory focus, level of risk, and uncertainty of supply chain disruption
affect supply chain employees’ strategy to mitigate disruption (Cantor et al., 2014). This
study can be extended to investigate how employees (e.g., operations or security
managers) in manufacturing firms or transport firms assess the security risk levels from
their suppliers and establish effective strategies to mitigate such security risk. In addition,
the methodologies used in empirical studies are limited to case study and survey, either of
which is subject to criticisms (e.g., sample selection basis, reliability of respondents, etc).
To overcome this methodological deficiency, future research should consider using
objective data to measure firm performance outcomes after the adoption of SCS practices
or after a security breach.
Second, in the matrix for CNA, the algorithm does not distinguish the importance of
each citation to a sample article. However, in reality, some references are cited only for
simple utility and used for a small part of the paper while others may contribute to the
major foundation of the research. We acknowledge that the CNA approach to clustering
fails to take this distinction into consideration. We can weigh the importance of each
citation based on the application of each corresponding cited article in each sample article
to strengthen the robustness of CNA.
Finally, as CNA is dependent on citation numbers and neutrality between citations, it
may include ‘inappropriate citation’, e.g., a citation used as a counter-example to provide
evidence on the inappropriateness of the cited paper. The limitation of this study is that
we cannot confirm the relationship between the citing paper and the cited paper. Future
studies could identify the inappropriate citations to mitigate possible sample selection
errors.
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New theoretical framework for SCS management

The above review outlines the extant knowledge structure of SCS studies, which can help
academia and practitioners identify research opportunities to extend this research stream.
However, there is a lack of systematic framework to explain security management issues
in practice or theorise the antecedents for adoption, the mechanisms for managing
implementation, and performance outcomes of SCS practices adoption. A lack of
knowledge development hinders the ability of scholars to explain why firms adopt (or not
to adopt) SCS practices and how they perform in the implementation outcomes. We
propose a framework to facilitate knowledge development of SCS management by
integrating the above-discussed issues (see Figure 10).
Figure 10

The main path for cluster 3 (transportation security)

We suggest a model to account for the influence of external environment on firm’s
decision making (Lun et al., 2008) based on the organisational performance feedback
theoretical perspective (Greve, 1998). Successful implementation of SCS practices needs
to follow three steps: setting SCS goals, taking actions to implement, and reinforcing the
practices (if the feedback is good) or refining the practices (if the feedback is not good)
and adjusting the goals to a proper extent. Usually firms set their SCS goals to achieve
legitimacy (e.g., follow the industry norms to adopt a security management certification)
or improve operational efficiency by security management. For SCM, firms take various
actions to strengthen their SCS and the related practices can be broadly categorised as
internal control (e.g., employee security training and regular inspections) and cooperative
strategies with partners (e.g., joint site inspections with the US Customs and Border
Protection). Finally, firms need to assess the performance of these practices and take
improvement actions where appropriate. Contingency theory suggests that the
performance outcome of an organisational practice is contingent upon firm’s internal and
external environments (Grötsch et al., 2013). Therefore, firms operating under different
environments (‘performance contingencies’ in Figure 10) may attain different security
performance outcomes. Firms can repeat the established security routines to continuously
address security problems if the current performance outcomes are considered
satisfactory. In contrast, when their security goals set are not met, they may revisit the
goals with proper adjustments and revamp the practices. This research framework
pinpoints possible determinants of SCS practices adoption, the performance contingency,
and the performance feedback mechanism (reinforce, revise, and revamp), facilitating
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future studies to extend this stream of research, for example, the training and
development requirements for SCS (Hwang et al., 2017) and the critical success factors
of SCS influencing logistics performance (Aserkar et al., 2017).
Figure 11

Research framework for SCS management

Notes: Cluster #1: SCS conceptualisation and application; cluster #2: security
management system; cluster #3: transportation security; cluster #4: terrorism.
Cluster #1 helps managers properly set their SCS goals while the insights in
cluster #2, #3, and #4 are good for managers to take references when
implementing SCS practices. As mentioned in Section 5, the future research may
use objective (archive) data to measure SCS performance outcome which would
overcome the basis caused by perceptual constructs in previous survey studies.

7

Conclusions

We review 143 sample research studies on SCS management, from which we identify
four major research domains by CNA, which provides an objective approach for
clustering research topics. Moreover, we apply MPA to outline the development of the
knowledge structure in each research domain and suggest future research avenues in each
research domain under the SCS theme. This paper contributes to the literature on SCS
research with an OM/OR focus on the following aspects. We identify and analyse the
research domains under SCS, and show the main path of studies within each domain.
These findings help researchers identify fundamental studies in each research domain and
enable them to position their studies in an appropriate research domain and research gaps.
Moreover, we identify research gaps on the main path and suggest potential research
directions for SCS management.
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Notes
1

Because more recently published papers are less likely cited by other papers, the likelihood of
being clustered into a research group of theses papers tends to be very low. We set 2015 as the
ending year to enhance the effectiveness of citation network analysis.
There are indeed various software for conducting citation network analysis. However, it is
considered that no distinct difference exist among these software because the algorithms cited
by them are more or less the same. In addition, HistCite and Gephi have been widely adopted
in previous studies for citation network analysis (e.g., Fahimnia et al., 2015; Fan et al., 2014).
The deduction of sample papers is also acknowledged by recently published articles using the
citation network analysis (see Fan et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2017).

2

3

Appendix
Table A1

Research articles in each research domain

Research focus/domain

Papers

1

SCS conceptualisation
and application

Bakshi and Kleindorfer (2009); Bearzotti et al. (2012);
Braunscheidel and Suresh (2009); Chopra and Sodhi (2004);
Christopher et al. (2011); Colicchia and Strozzi (2012);
Kleindorfer and Saad (2005); Knemeyer et al. (2009); Kouvelis
et al. (2006); Laeequddin et al. (2009); Lockamy and McCormack
(2010); Lodree and Taskin (2008); Marley et al. (2014); Neiger
et al. (2009); Papadakis (2006); Revilla and Sáenz (2014); Sheffi
and Rice (2005); Skipper and Hanna (2009); Smith et al. (2007);
Stewart et al. (2009); Tomlin (2006); Trkman and McCormack
(2009); Wakolbinger and Cruz (2011); Whipple et al. (2009);
Wilson (2007); Wu et al. (2007)

2

Security management
systems

Autry and Bobbitt (2008); Dobie (2005); Hameri and Hintsa
(2009); Kumar et al. (2008); Lu and Koufteros (2014); Marucheck
et al. (2011); Meixell and Norbis (2012); Pero and Sudy (2014);
Prokop (2012); Roth et al. (2008); Russell and Saldanha (2003);
Sheu et al. (2006); Speier et al. (2011); Voss et al. (2009b); Voss
and Williams (2013); Whipple et al. (2009); Williams et al. (2008,
2009a, 2009b)

3

Transportation
security

Berle et al. (2011); Chang et al. (2014); Kumar and Verruso
(2008); Lee et al. (2008); Lee and Whang (2005); Lee et al.
(2011); Lun et al. (2008); Marlow (2010); Sarathy (2006); Thai
(2009); Thibault et al. (2006); Voss et al. (2009a); Yang and Wei
(2013); Yang (2010, 2011)

4

Terrorism

Bakshi and Gans (2010); Männistö et al. (2014); Manuj and
Mentzer (2008); Pinker (2007); Wang and Zhuang (2011); Zhuang
et al. (2010)

